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Abstract 

Purpose of the article The study aims to provide factual evidence that will help establish the fact that the inter-

connection of businesses within the globalised world has increased digital transformation drive in doing business. 

Moreover, the use of digital devices has led consumers to stay connected, and they influence businesses with a 

voice that has brought about convenience. The paper shows that digital transformation can lead to the success of 

the African Union Agenda 2063 plan for the transformation of Africa into the future global powerhouse and that 

digital technology offers the opportunity to boost economic growth and industrialisation strategies of African 

countries to alleviate poverty. 

Methodology/methods In order to determine the relationship between the growth of Small and Medium Enter-

prises (SMEs) and the constant change of improvement in the development of digital transformation and to 

establish the effects of digital technology on SMEs in Africa, the study used correlation and multiple regression 

statistical techniques to analyse relevant secondary data and materials collected from World Trade Organisation, 

the World Bank Groups and IMF reports on small and medium scale businesses which have dominated the business 

environment in developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Scientific aim This study aims to show how the growing digital transformation changes affect the operations of 

small and medium scale businesses in developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. Besides, the paper seeks to 

establish the importance of national policy alongside corporate strategies towards developing and using digital 

technology in businesses.    

Findings The result shows that digital transformation changes how small businesses in developing countries 

approach their businesses with changing strategies for their brands. The finding confirms that the focus of 

businesses on digital transformation results from increasing competition in product marketing, advertising, 

purchasing and supply and payment transactions and the drive to provide high consumer value in this age of 

continuous digital transformation changes.   

Conclusions The study concludes that businesses that focus on digital transformation strategies demonstrate 

outstanding performance and high stock returns despite the disadvantages of constant changes in technology 

transformation and personnel problems. Therefore, small businesses in developing countries need to prioritise 

digital transformation in today's global market to boost economic growth and improve people's livelihood. 
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